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Dear Parents, 

As the first half of our short Spring Term draws to a close, we wish all our  
Britannica families and friends a very happy New Year and an enjoyable 
Spring Festival break over the next two weeks. 

This week has seen four fantastic Chinese New Year performances on the  
Britannica stage, with all pupils from Reception to Year 13 having the  
opportunity to perform in front of their parents and relatives.  Thank you to all 
those who attended and gave their support. Thank you to the many who also 
sent in their congratulations by email or in person to our Chinese staff, who 
very much deserved full praise for the quality of the shows that were  
delivered and for enabling all our students to perform so well.   

With the success of our Energy Week, followed by this week’s successful  
performances, we can only further look forward with excitement and  
anticipation to what the second half of term will bring.  In March, our high-
lights will be the Mother Tongue Day in the second week back, Book Week in 
the third, the Britannica Spring Instrumental Concert in the fourth and        
expedition week in the last week of the month. A number of smaller but 
equally exciting activities are also being planned which will add extra value to 
everyday learning taking place in lessons. As always, it will prove to be a busy 
and productive month at Britannica for all our students and their teachers. 

After the Spring Festival holiday a number of new families will be joining us at 
the school and we are very much looking forward to welcoming them.   
Registrations are also quickly adding up for August, where our three school 
phases will be expanding to their largest yet. A number of excellent new UK 
staff have already been secured for August 2018 to help us with the  
anticipated further school growth and further adverts are in the pipeline to 
boost some of our specialist teaching areas and ensure that we continue to 
deliver quality all the way across the curriculum.  

Xin Nian Kuai Le! 
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Happy Chinese New Year!  What a week of celebrations and cultural experiences. 

Children enjoyed Chinese puppet theatre, dancing, music, cooking, and art.  They were very focussed and excit-
ed during dumpling making and were keen participants in matching the Chinese New Year animals with their cor-
responding cards. 

We sang a song about a dog called Bingo (Super Simple Songs) following action instructions and tapping out 
rhythmic beats.  Children explored much different arts and creative activities including Chinese calligraphy,  
blossom painting with buds and fingers and many were eager to make Dog drums. 

The highlight this week for children was definitely the Dragon dance on the field.  Children enjoyed the amazing 
and colourful mythical creature and continued dancing and moving like the dragon when we returned to the 
classroom.   In celebration, we rejoiced in fireworks and celebrated with a class photo. 

We celebrated three birthdays this week!  Happy Birthday to Rinka, Jeremy, and Michelle!  

Have a wonderful holiday and see you all in a few weeks. 
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Dumpling making, costumes and creating Chinese New Year themed crafts has made this a magical end to the 
half term in Nursery. We have had a lot of fun using our home made zodiac masks to retell the Great Race story 
and we used them to help us get into character when competing in our own running races, but don’t worry, in this 
story all the animals were winners!  

We also had some special visitors come to Nursery to read us a story this week, the children and staff very much 
enjoyed their visit and we thank them for their time and efforts. 

We wish you a happy and safe holidays and we are looking forward to hearing all about them.  

Happy New Year! 
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We have had so much fun in Reception this week preparing for Chinese New Year. As well as all of the children  
performing absolutely brilliantly in our Chinese New Year  show, they have also been busy making cards and  
lanterns and sharing money into hong bao envelopes. On Wednesday afternoon we enjoyed sampling the activities 
put on by the Chinese parents. Our particular favourites were dumpling making and, of course, the spun sugar!  
Sadly, we must now say fair well to the dinosaurs and we will begin our new topic all about the famous author ‘Julia  
Donaldson’ after the holidays.  If children could bring in their favourite book when they return that would be  
fantastic. 

We wish you all a wonderful new year 

Xin Nian Kuai Le! 
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The Year 2 children have had great fun this week. In English, we have continued to find key information, such as key 
words and phrases, from our non-fiction text and write our own non-fiction text.  

The children have been working hard in Maths, solving both multiplication and division word problems. They have 
identified the key information and successfully selected the correct functions. 

During topic this week we learned about clothing from around the World. We created paper dolls and coloured them 
in the colours of that Country’s flag. We then used atlases to find where in the World these countries were from. Once 
we knew where they were we located them on our big map and placed the paper dolls on.  

The Year 2 team would like to wish you all a very Happy New Year! 新年快乐! 

What an exciting week Year 1 have had learning about and celebrating  
Chinese traditions in preparation for the Chinese New Year. Dumpling  
making, Chinese paper cutting, dog decoration and calligraphy are just some 
of the activities the children have been enjoying both in and out of the  
classroom.  
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Year 3 have had a fantastic week celebrating Chinese New Year. All of the stu-
dents have worked extremely hard on their performances over the past few 
weeks and the end product certainly was amazing. As well as the performanc-
es we have been doing lots of activities in school, we got to make and taste 
dumplings, play lots of Chinese games, make our own Chinese dragons, per-
form a short Chinese shadow puppet show and even solve  the mystery of 
‘The Stolen Dragon Head’ in Maths. 

As well as all the New Year fun, we have also continued to work hard in all of 

the subjects. In Science this week we explored lots of different types of fossils 

and learnt how fossils are created over a very long time.  

It has been an action packed week in Year 4. The children have really enjoyed the Chinese New Year celebrations, 
and in particular, the many performances in front of the rest of the key stage, outside schools and of course, the  
parents on Wednesday. Children in Year 4 really engaged with the Chinese costume day, and thoroughly enjoyed 
the various activities organised on Wednesday. Amongst the celebrations, normal lessons also took place, and the 
children continued their study of data handling in Maths, and explanation texts in English. Have a great holiday, and 
we look forward to seeing you in the Lunar New Year. 
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Year 5 are continuing their learning about Ancient Greece and have written their own ending to the Greek myth ‘King 
Midas and the Golden touch’. In the myth, King Midas asks Dionysus to give him the power that anything he touches 
will turn into gold. Does it sound a wonderful idea? What do you think happens next? Year 5 had lots of different ideas 
about what happened next… Some children thought that King Midas would become a gold statue as he touched  
himself and would have to stay like that forever to teach others a lesson about greed. Other children thought he would 
accidentally turn other people into statues and ask for forgiveness in the hope that things would return to normal. 
Whatever the endings, it was really pleasing to see everyone try to use description and different sentences structures 
to make their myths interesting to the reader.  

In Year 6 we have continued to learn about the human body and the vital organs. We have made cross-curricular links 
in Science, Literacy, and Art. In Science, children have used their knowledge to create Healthy lifestyle posters. In  
Literacy we are exploring discussion texts books and our first discussion is ‘Is milk good for you?’ In Art, we are doing 
observational drawings of the human body to help children identify the different bones. We have started by drawing 
the cranium. We are excited to see how we can create some mixed media art displays over the coming weeks. 
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For the Japanese corner, we learnt about a Japanese spring festival which is called Setsubun. The pupils made a 

scary Oni Mask and celebrated in the traditional way. 

Setsubun is a virtual dividing line that marks the beginning of spring every year on February 3, give or take a day. It is 
the day before the first day of spring. Setsubun is celebrated with a Spring Festival known as Bean-Throwing Festival, 
which consists of the beloved bean-throwing ceremonies to cast out demons and invite in happiness. 

As part of this enduring custom, which is hundreds of years old, people throw roasted soybeans, while shouting Oni-

wa-soto (Out with evil demons!) and Fuku-wa-uchi (In with good fortune!).It is believed that people can be healthy 

and happy if they pick up and eat the beans in a number equal to their age.  

  

Shadow puppetry, or Shadow Play, was very popular during the Tang (618 - 907) and 
Song (960 - 1279) dynasties in many parts of China. Shadow puppets were first made of 
paper sculpture, later from the leather of donkeys or oxen. That's why their Chinese 
name is pi ying, which means shadows of leather. 

Shadow Puppet as Artwork 

Chinese shadow puppetry was sometimes nicknamed as ‘one-bundle’ puppetry by the 
Chinese folk people, because all the characters in the plays, the puppets, could be easily 
collected in one box, which made it easy to set and pack.  

The puppet figures depicted heroes from folklore and history, such as the four ancient 
beauties, Xi Shi, Wang Zhaojun, Diao Chan, and Yang Guifei ; or the Monkey King, Em-
peror Qin Shi Huang. 

‘In Art this week we learned that Chinese shadow puppetry is a form of theatre. We made 
our own modern version using card and colourful ‘silk paper’ (tissue paper), traditional Chinese Rice paper dyed red 
with specks of gold leaf. Traditionally these silhouette figures perform  
traditional folk plays against a back-lit cloth screen, accompanied by  
music and singing. 

As part of Art’s celebration for Chinese New Year, we decorated, adorned and embellished our contemporary  
version of Chinese Shadow Puppets with sequins and mirrors paper. The body parts of the puppets were separately 
cut out and joined together, so that they could have movable joints.  

We were also told that in 2011, Chinese shadow puppetry was added to UNESCO's Cultural Heritage list. I hope this 
will bring new interest into this ancient Chinese art form.’                                 By Aliya Jin & Jerry Chen Yr 9  
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Last Friday some of the Duke of Edinburgh students were preparing for their adventurous journey by practicing how to 
put up tents. They will be doing this for real when they head off in March to Yaolin. They will continue their preparation 
by planning their journey, learning first aid and how to cook outside, and a number of other skills.   

This term, Year 10 and 11 have 
begun to study the idea of a 
Growth Mind-Set in PSHE;  
students have been looking at 
the possibility of becoming 
smarter by exercising their 
brains. 

As students face tough  
challenges ahead with new  
subjects, exams, and revision; 
they are learning to become more resilient in their learning. In their PSHE lessons, which focus on developing their 
knowledge, skills, and attributes needed to keep themselves healthy and safe, they have been thinking about ways to 
overcome their personal barriers to learning and become much more positive when dealing with a problem.  
Students have been working together to find ways of helping themselves if they get stuck with school work, what to do 
to avoid distractions and persist when a task is challenging.  

The aim of a Growth Mind-Set is to alter the way you look at a problem and consider how you can overcome it rather 

than giving up straight away. Students have become much more positive in their learning across all of their subjects 

and now see that making mistakes is part of learning.  

GCSE PE students have been learning all about how to improve their fitness. This week they became personal trainers! 
Students had to work in pairs and work out the areas of fitness they needed to improve upon; they then had to use 
their knowledge of different training methods to plan a training programme to improve their weaknesses. 
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Having practised hard for the last three weeks, we were really proud to perform for our audience on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday. The Dragon Dance, Gong-fu Fan Dance, Thousand-hand Kwan-yin Dance and the  
Chinese Drums particularly impressed our audience with their beauty, strength and excellent coordination between 
the performers. 
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Wednesday, 7th February was our Chinese cultural activities day. This year we were grateful and excited to  
welcome around 30 enthusiastic native Chinese parents, who joined us in running the activities. This made the 
day even more special – a big thank you to all of them! Students from Reception to Secondary enjoyed the  
activities including dumpling-making & eating, Chinese calligraphy, plate-painting, origami, puzzles, riddles,  
sugar painting and more. They not only had great fun but were also excited to learn more about Chinese culture. 

What an eventful week it has been! We greatly enjoyed our activities, while gaining a better understanding of 
how and why the Chinese New Year is celebrated. 

Happy Year of the Dog to everyone in the Britannica community! 
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We have been made aware that some parents are giving sweets and snacks to children other than their own. This is, 
of course, a very generous thing to do with the best of intentions. However, we kindly ask for parents not to share 
snacks with other children. Parents may not wish for their child to eat certain types of food and there is a potential 
allergy risk to be aware of. We thank you in advance for your understanding and consideration. 

Britannica would like to sincerely thank Tiny Tots Kindergarten and  
Magnolia Kindergarten for visiting Britannica on Tuesday, 6th February to 
watch our pupils perform in a special Chinese New Year show. 

It was a great day out for everyone and we thoroughly enjoyed showing 
their children around our school.  

Here’s what Tiny Tot’s had to say, “The Chinese New Year performance 

was fantastic! You have very talented students. We especially enjoyed the 
drumming finale. One of our students said, ‘I could feel the drumming in 
my heart!’ “ 

We wish everyone who joined a very happy new year and looks forward 
to you all again in the year of the dog! 

We would also like to thank our Mandarin Department for all their hard work with all the performances and Chinese 
New Year activities throughout the week.  
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2017 – 2018 SPRING TERM  BRITANNICA SCHOOL CALENDAR  

BRITANNICA  INTERNATIONAL  SCHOOL,  SHANGHAI  

An Orbital Education School 

 

1988 GUBEI ROAD, SHANGHAI 201103 CHINA 

Tel: 021 6402 7889  Email: admissions@britannicashanghai.com 

Web:  www.britannicashanghai.com 

All School EYFS Primary Secondary School Holiday Other Parent Event 

ALL DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

February 2018 
 

Monday, 12th February —Friday, 23rd February — School closed for CNY holidays 

Monday, 26th February — Staff training day 

Tuesday, 27th February — School starts for students 

March 2018 

Wednesday, 7th March — Mother Language Day 

Monday, 12th March—Friday, 16th March —Book Week  

Wednesday 21st March —Britannica Spring Instrumental Concert  

Tuesday, 27th March — Early Years Foundation Stage Open Day (9:15-12 noon) 

Thursday, 29th March — EYFS Parents Open Morning ‘Spring fun activity and giant picnic day’ 

Monday, 26th March—Friday, 30th March—Expedition Week  

Friday, 30th March—School closes 12:00 noon 

 


